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IMPORTANT: Before installing any surface protection system, make sure 
that the surface to be protected is dust and debris free.
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Application 

Learn More!

HOW TO APPLY: SkudoBoard 4X8

Installing SkudoBoard is a simple and quick process. 
Like any other floor covering installation, it is best 
practice to take some time before installation to figure 
out the most efficient layout, minimizing small cut infills. 

SkudoBoard 4x8 can be installed stack bond or 
running bond (offset). Skudo recommends leaving an 
expansion gap of 1/16th “as boards can expand in 
extremely hot conditions. 

Tape the seams using a minimum 3” wide trafficable 
tape suitable for external and internal use; for larger 
projects, Skudo recommends a walk-behind tape 
dispenser be used.

Stack BondStack Bond

Running Bond Running Bond 

HOW TO APPLY: SkudoBoard Interlock

Prepare the surface as above. SkudoBoard interlock 
is locked into place by pressing down the interlocking 
tabs, which will stay in place without tape when 
exposed to foot and small cart traffic. Taping the 
tabs will offer better stability where heavier traffic is 
expected.

InterlockInterlock
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Important Tips & Maintenance
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Clean the area of dirt, dust, and debris before applying to ANY surface.

Use a high-quality tape (at least 3” wide) to tape the seams. 
Skudo recommends using T-Rex Tape or Gorilla Tape. (Contact Skudo to 
purchase directly.)

For larger projects, Skudo recommends using the Skudo Walk-Behind Tape 
Dispenser for easy application. 

SkudoBoard is NOT breathable. 

Hydration lines are possible if using on fresh concrete. Please check with your 
Skudo representative if this is a concern. 

SkudoBoard is suitable for both horizontal and vertical surfaces. 

Additional SkudoBoard protection available:

Stair GuardStair Guard Column GuardColumn Guard


